There is convincing evidence that, in humans, discrete sleep stages are important for daytime brain function, but whether any particular sleep stage has functional significance for the rest of the body is not known. Deep non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, also known as slow-wave sleep (SWS), is thought to be the most “restorative” sleep stage, but beneficial effects of SWS for physical well being have not been demonstrated. The initiation of SWS coincides with hormonal changes that affect glucose regulation, suggesting that SWS may be important for normal glucose tolerance. If this were so, selective suppression of SWS should adversely affect glucose homeostasis and increase the risk of type 2 diabetes. Here we show that, in young healthy adults, all-night selective suppression of SWS, without any change in total sleep time, results in marked decreases in insulin sensitivity without adequate compensatory increase in insulin release, leading to reduced glucose tolerance and increased diabetes risk. SWS suppression reduced delta spectral power, the dominant EEG frequency range in SWS, and left other EEG frequency bands unchanged. Importantly, the magnitude of the decrease in insulin sensitivity was strongly correlated with the magnitude of the reduction in SWS. These findings demonstrate a clear role for SWS in the maintenance of normal glucose homeostasis. Furthermore, our data suggest that reduced sleep quality with low levels of SWS, as occurs in aging and in many obese individuals, may contribute to increasing the risk of type 2 diabetes.

Results
After 3 nights of experimental suppression of SWS, S.I. was decreased by ~25% (Fig. 1a), reaching the level reported for populations at high risk for diabetes (4). The magnitude of the change in S.I. was comparable with that associated with a difference in weight of 8–13 kg (5). The decrease in S.I. was remarkably consistent, occurring in all but one subject. Under normal circumstances, when S.I. decreases, the insulin response (AIRg) should increase reciprocally such that the disposition index (DI) (DI = S.I. × AIRg) remains constant and glucose tolerance is maintained (6). However, after SWS suppression, the decrease in S.I. was not compensated by an increase in insulin release, because AIRg remained virtually unchanged (Fig. 1b). Inadequate beta cell compensation for a given decrease in S.I. results in a fall in DI, which is a validated marker of diabetes risk (7–10). Indeed, the DI was ~20% lower after SWS suppression (Fig. 1c). Consistent with an increased diabetes risk, glucose tolerance was reduced by ~23% (Fig. 1d) to the range reported in older adults with impaired glucose tolerance (11).

We explored the associations between the changes in S.I. and AIRg and the changes in SWS (Fig. 2). Individuals with high SWS at baseline maintained higher levels of SWS after intervention (Fig. 2a), despite experiencing larger decreases in SWS (Fig. 2b). In contrast, individuals with low SWS at baseline were suppressed to extremely low SWS levels by the intervention. Remarkably, the magnitudes of the changes in both S.I. (Fig. 2c) and AIRg (Fig. 2d) after 3 nights of SWS suppression were correlated with the magnitude of the change in the amount of SWS but beta cell responsiveness (i.e., AIRg) did not fully compensate for the decrease in S.I. Individuals with low SWS at baseline had greater decreases in S.I. with some compensatory increases in AIRg. However, only one subject had an increase in AIRg sufficient to compensate for the decrease in S.I. Individ-
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uals with high SWS at baseline suffered smaller decreases in S.I. with no compensatory increase in insulin release. Thus, the DI decreased in eight of the nine subjects.

The rapid and substantial decreases in S.I., DI, and glucose tolerance suggest that neuronal activity during SWS may be an important determinant of glucose homeostasis, independently of sleep duration. Indeed, our intervention selectively suppressed SWS. First, the amount of SWS was decreased by nearly 90% (88 ± 3%, mean ± SEM across nights; P < 0.0001; Fig. 3c) without any change in total sleep time (Fig. 3a) or in the

Fig. 1. S.I., AIRg, DI, and glucose tolerance at baseline and after 3 nights of SWS suppression. The data are means ± SEM (n = 9 subjects). The asterisks indicate significant differences (paired t test): S.I. (P = 0.009) (a); AIRg (P = 0.73) (b); DI (P = 0.02) (c); and glucose tolerance (P = 0.03) (d).

Fig. 2. Relationships between the changes in SWS and changes in S.I. and acute insulin response to glucose. (a) SWS at baseline and SWS after intervention (r = 0.81, P = 0.009). (b) SWS at baseline and decrease in SWS after 3 nights of SWS suppression (r = 0.97, P = 0.0001). (c) Decrease in SWS and change in S.I. after 3 nights of SWS suppression (r = 0.89, P = 0.001). (d) Decrease in SWS and change in AIRg after 3 nights of SWS suppression (r = 0.70, P = 0.03).
durations of REM sleep (Fig. 3b) and stage 1 of NREM sleep. This decrease in SWS is similar to that which occurs over the course of 4 decades of normal aging, because normal young adults spend 80–100 min per night in SWS, whereas individuals >60 years of age generally have <20 min of SWS (12, 13). As expected, the amount of stage 2 was increased (Fig. 3d), confirming that NREM sleep was shallower in each intervention night. Second, there was no change in wake time (Fig. 3e) because nearly all acoustic stimuli resulted in microarousals (Fig. 3f) and not full awakenings. Importantly, the magnitude of the decrease in S.I. was not correlated with measures of sleep fragmentation, including the total number of microarousals on the third night of intervention ($r = 0.31, P = 0.42$), the mean microarousal index across the 3 nights of intervention ($r = 0.34, P = 0.37$), or the increase in number of microarousals from baseline to the third night of intervention ($r = 0.36, P = 0.34$). The weak and nonsignificant correlations that were detected ($r$ values between 0.31 and 0.36) were almost entirely attributable to the contribution of one subject who had exceptionally high levels of delta power [mean delta power in NREM: 3,685 vs. 814 ± 280 μV² (mean ± SD) in the remaining eight subjects; $P < 0.001$ for outlier value by Grubbs test] and therefore needed an exceptionally high number of microarousals to suppress SWS [445 vs. 257 ± 57 (mean ± SD) in the remaining eight subjects; Grubbs test: $P < 0.01$]. Without inclusion of this subject, the correlations were $\sim 0$ ($r$ values from 0.007 to 0.082; $P > 0.85$). Thus, the alterations of glucose regulation observed after SWS suppression are unlikely to be related to a decrease in sleep continuity. Lastly, delta power was markedly and similarly reduced in each experimental night compared with baseline (Fig. 4), whereas spectral EEG power in other frequency bands including theta, alpha, and sigma was unaffected [see supporting information (SI) Figs. 5–7]. The largest reductions were achieved, as expected, during the first two NREM cycles when delta power was reduced overall by $\sim 44$–55% ($P < 0.001$) (Fig. 4). The delta power after SWS suppression was directly proportional to the baseline amount of delta power ($r = 0.917, P = 0.0005$). Furthermore, in the individuals who experienced a decrease in S.I. the magnitude of the decrease was also strongly correlated with the mean NREM absolute delta power (in the first 3 h of sleep) after intervention ($n = 8; r = 0.81, P = 0.01$). The individuals who had the largest decrements of S.I. had the lowest delta power after intervention.

We explored possible mechanisms that could explain decreased S.I. after selective SWS suppression. Insulin resistance can rapidly develop when circulating levels of cortisol are elevated (14). To determine whether our experimental intervention resulted in stimulation of the corticotropic axis, we measured plasma cortisol levels during the 24-hour period preceding the ivGTT. Mean plasma cortisol profiles at baseline and after SWS suppression were essentially identical. Neither daytime ($8.5 ± 0.5 μg/dl at baseline vs. 8.2 ± 0.5 μg/dl after SWS suppression, $P = 0.46$) nor nighttime ($6.7 ± 0.4 μg/dl at baseline vs. 6.7 ± 0.4 μg/dl after SWS suppression, $P = 0.92$) cortisol levels were elevated after SWS suppression. Thus the observed decrease in S.I. after SWS suppression cannot be attributed to increased cortisol concentrations. The lack of effect of SWS suppression on nocturnal corticotropic activity further indicates that our intervention did not result in stimulation of this important arousal system. Insulin resistance can also occur secondary to increased sympathetic nervous activity. We therefore evaluated changes in the autonomic nervous system by using...
HF, ms2 3,305, LFn was increased by assessed by the ratio of LF to HF (22). Individuals with low SWS at baseline had the lowest amounts of SWS after our intervention and experienced the largest decrements in S.I. (Fig. 2c). Because the amount of SWS as well as the amount of delta power are stable individual traits that are highly heritable (23–26), our findings suggest that there may be a genetic predisposition to develop diabetes when SWS deteriorates.

Chronic shallow non-REM sleep, decreased S.I., and elevated diabetes risk are typical of aging (12, 13, 27, 28). Our findings raise the question of whether age-related changes in sleep quality contribute to the development of these metabolic alterations. This issue is worthy of further investigation. Low levels of SWS are also frequently observed in obese individuals. Indeed, obesity is a major risk factor for sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) (29), an increasingly common condition characterized by repetitive respiratory disturbances and sleep fragmentation by microarousals resulting in low amounts of SWS and delta power (30). Even in the absence of SDB, obese individuals have reduced sleep quality with low amounts of SWS (31, 32). Thus, low SWS may increase the severity of insulin resistance in obesity.

There is an alarming rise in the prevalence of type 2 diabetes that is generally attributed to the epidemic of obesity and the aging of the population (33). As the burden of diabetes on public health continues to increase, so does the need to understand its pathogenesis. We had shown previously that restricting sleep duration in healthy young adults results in decreased glucose tolerance and insulin resistance (17–20). We observed an elevation in sympathovagal balance, which could be involved both in the decrease in S.I. and in the lack of appropriate compensatory increase in AIRg. Indeed, overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system results in insulin resistance (21), and pancreatic insulin release is inhibited by increased sympathetic vs. parasympathetic tone (22).

Discussion

Previous studies of experimental SWS suppression have focused on subjective sleepiness and measures of cognitive performance and have suggested that SWS may be important for waking neurobehavioral function (1, 16). In the present study, we were able to induce a selective and profound reduction in SWS and to observe a clear adverse impact on daytime glucose tolerance with a clear increase in a well validated marker of diabetes risk. Remarkably, the changes in the two main determinants of glucose tolerance, S.I. and insulin secretion (AIRg) were correlated with the changes in SWS after our intervention. These findings therefore provide strong evidence for a restorative role of SWS for metabolic function.

SWS suppression resulted in lower S.I. without compensatory increase in insulin release. It is possible that, under more chronic conditions, insulin secretion might increase to a level sufficient to compensate for the decrease in S.I. However, evidence to the contrary has been obtained in four independent prospective epidemiologic studies showing that poor sleep quality is associated with an increase in the risk of incident type 2 diabetes (17–20). We observed an elevation in sympathovagal balance, which could be involved both in the decrease in S.I. and in the lack of appropriate compensatory increase in AIRg. Indeed, overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system results in insulin resistance (21), and pancreatic insulin release is inhibited by increased sympathetic vs. parasympathetic tone (22).

Materials and Methods

Participants. Nine healthy volunteers (age 20–31 years; five men and four women) participated in the study. All participants were lean (body mass index, 19–24 kg/m²), and average weight did not change over the study period (64.2 kg at baseline condition vs. 64.3 kg in SWS suppression condition; P = 0.95). All had normal findings on clinical examination, normal routine laboratory tests results, normal ECG, and no history of psychiatric, endocrine, cardiac, or sleep disorders. All participants had normal results on validated questionnaires, including the Pittsburgh sleep quality index, Berlin questionnaire, Epworth sleepiness scale, Center for Epidemiologic Studies (CES) and Beck depression scales, and functional outcome of sleep questionnaire (39–41). All had an oral spectral analysis of HRV of daytime ECG recordings. We used the spectral power in high-frequency band (HF) in normalized units (HFn) as a marker of vagal activity, and the spectral power in low-frequency band (LF) in normalized units (LFn) band as a marker of sympathetic activity. After 3 nights of SWS suppression as compared with baseline, HFn was reduced by 50–55% for NREM2 (P < 0.002, ANOVA), by 16–30% for NREM3 (P, not significant), and by 8–17% for NREM4 (P, not significant).

Table 1. Measurements of sympathovagal balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>After three nights of SWS suppression</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF, ms²</td>
<td>3,305 ± 829</td>
<td>2,750 ± 839</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF, ms²</td>
<td>4,489 ± 1031</td>
<td>4,989 ± 1,272</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFn, %</td>
<td>42.4 ± 4.5</td>
<td>36.4 ± 4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFn, %</td>
<td>57.6 ± 4.5</td>
<td>63.6 ± 4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Profiles of delta power (µV²) for the first four NREM–REM sleep cycles (NREM1, NREM2, NREM3, and NREM4). The data are means ± SEM. (a) Baseline night (B1). (b) First night of SWS suppression (N1). (c) Second night of SWS suppression (N2). (d) Third night of SWS suppression (N3). In all experimental nights, as compared with baseline, the amount of delta power was reduced by ~44–48% for NREM1, ~46–48% for NREM3 (P < 0.002, ANOVA), by 50–55% for NREM2 (P < 0.001, ANOVA), by 16–30% for NREM3 (P, not significant), and by 8–17% for NREM4 (P, not significant).
glucose tolerance test to verify normal glucose tolerance at baseline and an overnight screening sleep study to confirm that they were free of sleep disorders. They did not smoke or take any medications. All participants had regular nocturnal time in bed of 7.5 to 8.5 h. We excluded shift workers and persons who had traveled across time zones <4 weeks before the study. We studied women in the early follicular phase.

Experimental Protocol. Each subject was tested under two conditions in randomized order and separated at least by 4 weeks. After the nights B1 and B2, the patients were instructed not to deviate from this schedule by >30 min and asked to wear a wrist activity monitor (Actiwatch, MiniMitter Inc.) to verify the compliance of the subjects with scheduled bedtimes. Naps were not permitted.

In the laboratory, time in bed was 2300 to 0730 hours, and sleep was recorded on each night. On the days after nights B1, B2, N2, and N3, participants remained in the laboratory and had sedentary activities. An investigator was present continuously to monitor wakefulness. On the mornings after nights B2 and N3, we performed a frequently sampled ivGTT after an overnight fast and resting EEG recordings. We collected blood samples at 20-min intervals during the 24-h period preceding the ivGTT for measurement of cortisol levels. Participants ate carbohydrate-rich (65%) meals at 0900, 1400, and 1900 hours during the blood-sampling period.

Procedures and Assessment. We performed sleep recordings by using a digital EEG acquisition system (Neurofax EEG-1100A, Nihon Kohden). Surface electrodes were used to record EEG signals [two central (C3–A2 and C4–A1) and two occipital (O1–A2 and O2–A1)], bilateral electrooculograms (EOGs), and submental electromyograms (EMGs). Screening recordings included oronasal airflow signal by thermocouples, respiratory effort signal by thoracic and abdominal piezoelectric belts, leg movements by tibial EMG, and arterial oxygen saturation signal in addition to EEG, EOG, and EMG signals. This screening night also helped the volunteers to become familiar with the recording equipment and the study environment. Sleep recordings were visually scored at 30-s intervals as the stages wake, REM, or 1, 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., NREM sleep) after standard criteria (42) by an experienced rater who was blind to the age and sex of the participants and the study condition. Respiratory events, periodic limb movements, and microarousals were scored according to established criteria (43–45). Total microarousal index was defined as the number of microarousals per hour of sleep. During the acquisition, the EEG signals were filtered (0.3–35 Hz) and sampled at 200 Hz with a 16-bit resolution. After removal of artifacts by visual inspection, a fast Fourier transform was computed on EEG signals by using a Hanning window on consecutive 2-s intervals, resulting in a frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz. Power spectra of 15 consecutive 2-s intervals were averaged and matched with sleep scores. Intervals with artifacts were considered as missing data to preserve sleep continuity in the analysis. We performed a spectral analysis of the sleep EEG (PRANA software; PhlTools) on the central EEG lead (C4–A1) and estimated spectral power in the delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4.5–8.0 Hz), alpha (8.5–12 Hz), and sigma (12.5–15 Hz) frequency bands. To account for individual differences in the duration of NREM/REM cycles, each individual NREM period was subdivided into 50 equal time intervals (i.e., time bins) and each REM period was subdivided into 20 time bins. NREM/REM cycles were defined according to the criteria of Feinberg and Floyd (46).

SWS was suppressed by delivering acoustic tones of varying frequency (500–2,000 Hz) and intensity to speakers placed on each side of the bed. The auditory stimulus was sent whenever at least two delta waves (4 Hz, >75 μV), determined by visual inspection, appeared in a 15-s recording interval. Beginning from the lowest intensity (40 dB), the sound was increased in steps of 10 dB if no microarousal response occurred. If there was no response after delivery of the maximum tone (110 dB) at any frequency, recordings of sounds simulating “knocks on a door” were delivered or the name of the subject was spoken over an intercom by the experimenter. If there was still no response, the experimenter entered the room and gently shook the subject until a response occurred. This procedure prevented the subjects from entering NREM stage 3 sleep. Full awakenings were carefully avoided.

To assess glucose metabolism, we performed a frequently sampled ivGTT starting at 1000 hours, blood samples (1 ml) were drawn every 5 min for 15 min, at which time 0.3 g/kg glucose was administered as an i.v. bolus. Blood samples were then taken at times 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 90, 100, 120, 140, 180, 210, and 240 min. At time 20 min, i.v. insulin (0.02 units/kg) was administered. Plasma glucose was assayed by the glucose oxidase method, and serum insulin was measured by chemiluminescence assays by using the Immulite Immunochemistry System (Diagnostic Products Corporation). We calculated glucose tolerance from the rate of decline of glucose values between the 5th and 19th minutes after glucose injection. To evaluate S.I. the A1Rg, and the D (i.e., the product A1Rg × S.I.), we analyzed the glucose and insulin profiles by using Bergmann’s minimal model (4).

The ECG was recorded by using two thoracic electrodes while the subjects were sitting in a comfortable armchair on the days after the nights B2 and N3 between 1100 and 1300 hours. Changes in cardiac autonomic activity were estimated from analyses of heart rate variability (HRV). To account for changes in HRV attributable to breathing frequency, we simultaneously measured the respiratory effort signal by thoracic belts during ECG recordings. For each subject and each study condition, we performed a spectral analysis of HRV by fast Fourier transform on a 5-min section of recording free from ectopic beats and artifacts. The average number of beats used in the analysis was 313.5 ± 18.0 at baseline and 312.7 ± 20 after suppression of SWS (P = 0.93). The average number of beats used in the analysis was 313.5 ± 18.0 at baseline and 312.7 ± 20 after suppression of SWS (P = 0.93). The respiratory rate was similar between baseline (17.2 ± 0.7) and after suppression of SWS (17.7 ± 0.7). We used the spectral power in the HF (0.15–0.40 Hz) as a marker of vagal activity and the spectral power in the LF (0.04–0.14 Hz) as a marker of sympathetic activity. To better quantify the balance of the two branches of autonomic nervous system, we calculated HF and LF in normalized units (HFn and LFn) that represent the percentage of power in each band relative to their sum, and we minimized the impact of changes in total power on the absolute values of HFn and LFn. We used the LF-to-HF ratio (LFn/HFn) as an index of cardiac sympathovagal balance.

We collected blood samples at 20-min intervals starting at 0900 hours during the 24-h period preceding the ivGTT. A sterile heparin-lock catheter was inserted into the forearm, and the line was kept patent by a slow drip (10 cc/h) of heparinized saline (750 units/dl). During waking hours, blood samples were collected at the bedside. During sleep hours, the i.v. line was extended and fed through a light-tight port in the wall, thus allowing disturbance-free blood drawing from a next-door room. Blood samples were centrifuged immediately at 4°C, and plasma was frozen and stored at −80°C until assay. For each 24-h profile, all samples obtained from the same subject were measured in the same assay. Plasma cortisol (micrograms per deciliter) was measured by chemiluminescence assay by using the Immulite Immunochemistry System (Diagnostic Products Corporation).

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed by using StatView and SuperANOVA software (Abacus Concepts). The comparisons involved metabolic, hormonal, and cardiovascular measures in the two study conditions by using 2-tailed paired Student’s t tests. We used ANOVA for repeated measures to compare sleep variables obtained during the baseline night (B1) and during the nights with SWS suppression (N1, N2, and N3). Correlations between sleep and metabolic variables were estimated by using the Pearson coefficient (r). Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05. All group data were expressed as means ± SEM.
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